Electronic Signing
of Executive Board
Documents

USE CASE: XITRUST MOXIS

FROM A FORMAL TO A DIGITAL ACT
Executive Board documents, contracts or financial reports are always sensitive. One might also refer to them as the Achilles heel of a company. That
is why it is all the more important to handle them
with care. For companies with numerous locations,
documents often travel long distances with many
stops along the way - especially if they need to be
signed by multiple Executive Board members.
Cross-media conversion is unavoidable, occurring as a matter of course due to printing out and
re-scanning of the same written document. That
costs time and ultimately money: Missing important deadlines, for example when it takes too long
to obtain a signature, comes straight off the „bottom line“.
Every Executive Board member knows the scenario: On a business trip for two weeks straight,
amid daily challenges to the patience of emplo-

BENEFITS
» Sign documents anywhere,
anytime
» Avoiding cross-media
conversion due to printing and
re-scanning of documents
» No more tedious processing
of paper stacks after lengthy
absence from the office

yees charged with obtaining signatures on Executive Board documents. The signature folder
is overflowing, but the question as to whether
the long-awaited signatures can finally be rendered on the documents, remains unresolved.
And for the Executive Board member, it is
among the less pleasant notions that employees will approach him immediately after his arrival with full signature folders and ask for the
all the signatures that are outstanding. Preferably all at the same time. Here, every Executive
Board member has surely wished at times that
he had magical powers enabling him to work through the stack of papers within a few seconds.
Building on its more than 15 years of experience in all sectors of industry and trade, along with
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the public sector, XiTrust has developed a perfect solution that has nothing to do with magic: it is called MOXIS, the digital signature folder. Many Executive Board members and
employee teams from XiTrust‘s base of customers are already using this technology daily.
At the end of the day, everyone is satisfied: With
XiTrust MOXIS, administrative employees no longer have to spend weeks running after signatures.
Executive Board members are liberated from the
nagging vision of an overflowing signature folder
and can obtain the freedom to bear legal signature to documents, individually or in batch mode.
No matter where in the world they happen to be
at the time.
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